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Scholarships absorbed into aid

A&E

A Guide to Getting “Lost”
“Some will breathe a deep sigh
of relief when the show concludes because they will no
longer have to consider disowning their best friend, whose
preoccupation with “Lost” has
reached the heights of annoying obsession. But there are
others, like myself, for whom
springtime for the rest of their
lives will become a little less
sunny as of May 23, 2010.”

WORLD

Iraqi election
“Iraqis tasted democracy,”
Adnan explained, “and they
couldn’t help but congratulate
themselves for holding an election on their own and deciding
for themselves who would lead
them into the future.”

LIFE & TIMES

2010 Gun and Knife Show
“L&T correspondent checks out
the atmosphere, people and
weapons in Fort Wayne, Ind.”

IN BRIEF

“The Wizard of Oz”
The Marion Philharmonic Orchestra (including eight Taylor
faculty members and students)
will be performing the Reader’s
Theater of “The Wizard of Oz”
on Saturday, March 13 at 7:30
p.m. The performance will take
place at Marion High School in
the F. Ritchie Walton Performing Arts Center. The cost is $5.
Students and Taylor community
members may purchase tickets
at the Taylor Department of Music ofﬁce. For more information,
students can contact Cathy
Moore, Concert and Tour Coordinator, at ctmoore@taylor.edu

Reject Show
Tryouts for the Reject Show
will be held on Tuesday and
Wednesday, March 23 and 24.
Sign-ups will be available at the
top of the DC March 15 and 16.
A $5, refundable fee is required.
The Reject Show performance
will be Thursday, April 8, and
100 percent of proceeds beneﬁt
scholarships for Youth Conference attendees. For more information, students can e-mail
yc@taylor.edu

Part of endowed
budget will be
factored into
ﬁnancial aid
By Bethany DuVal
Co-Editor in Chief
As the administration plans
to ﬁll a $1 million gap in next
year’s budget, the ﬁnancial aid
ofﬁce will merge a quarter of
the endowed scholarship budget
with general ﬁnancial aid.
Endowed scholarships are
created by the interest earned
from investments donors make
in Taylor’s name. Students received $1.3 million in endowed
scholarships for 2008-’09.
Next year, select endowed
scholarships will no longer add
to the amounts of aid individual
students receive. Instead, these
endowed scholarships will be included in the basic ﬁnancial aid
package students qualify for, according to the FAFSA.
Discussion of the rearranged
system began after Indiana cut
its state aid by $3500 and the
number of this year’s students
demonstrating ﬁnancial need
surpassed last year’s.
The administration covered
an additional $700,000 in this
year’s aid with reserve funds
and the tuition dollars of students from Taylor’s Fort Wayne
campus, which closed at the end
of the 2008-’09 school year. The
general ﬁnancial aid budget for
next year, however, required an
additional $1.1 million, and the
recently announced 3.9 percent
tuition raise still left $300,000
in ﬁnancial aid to be funded.
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“The university was faced
with some hard choices. … We
could raise tuition, we could cut
ﬁnancial aid, or what we chose
to do was what most other colleges already do, and that is to
use endowed scholarships to
supplement the budget,” Director of Financial Aid Tim Nace
said.
Taylor already supplements
part of the budget with about
$300,000 in need-based-only
endowed scholarships. This
change will reﬂect in the scholarships based on both need and
merit, like the scholarships often
distributed by academic departments.

The revelation caused an upset among some faculty members who see it as a loss in their
ability to help their students
through tough economic times.
However, using the scholarships
to supplement the budget will
actually give students more aid
overall according to Steve Mortland, dean of enrollment management.
He used the example of two
students who have the same
need, but one is awarded an endowed scholarship of $2,000.
Under the old system, one student would not only have $2,000
fewer than his classmate, but
his basic aid would go down be-

Waste
conversion plant
will convert
trash to fuel
By Stephen Groves
News Co-Editor
On Feb. 1, the town of Upland
ended its recycling program.
The town council cut back its
contract with Marion Services,
the waste removal company that
picks up residents’ trash, to no
longer include recyclable materials. Several factors went into
the decision to scale back the
contract, but as Assistant ClerkTreasurer Connie Sutton said,

the largest consideration was
cost.
As the three-year contract
for trash removal with Marion
Services and the town of Upland
closed, the trash removal service
company presented a new contract to the town council, but,
according to Sutton, it included
a higher rate for picking up recyclable material.
“They look at budget numbers
and see what can be cut. The last
thing they want to do is cut employees, so they cut services if
they can,” said Clerk Treasurer
Jane Rockwell.
Another factor the town council considered was the planned
building of a new waste-conversion plant in Huntington. Once

RAINY

do this or not, I would make the
case that it’s the right way to do
it.”
Scholarships awarded solely
according to merit will still be
additions to basic packages, and
Mortland assures students that
the administration will work
to keep individual ﬁnancial aid
comparable from year to year.
“There’s no cavalier attitude
that ‘we’ll just do this,’” Mortland said. “We’re making cuts.
We’re trying to make this place
more affordable, but still make it
worth what you’re paying.”
For now, that means taking
a little bit less so everyone can
have a little bit more.

See RECYCLE, page 2

Timmy Huynh
A full recycling dumpster stands outside of the Upland Water Treatment plant last Thursday.
Upland residents can still take recycling to the large bin at the end of Bragg Avenue.

Sex and the Cornﬁelds encourages discussion
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cause the school would have to
cut aid for everyone. Under the
new system, however, the scholarship goes into one student’s
basic ﬁnancial package, and the
school can equally divide any
extra funds in the Taylor Fund
Grant among the students.
Mortland acknowledged the
loss faculty and students will
feel when awarding a scholarship is no longer as signiﬁcant a
bonding experience, but said “…
the problem I’ve always had is
(for) everyone they know, everyone who’s disclosed their need
… there are ﬁve other ones with
the same issue who just haven’t
disclosed it. Whether we need to

Upland cuts recycling program
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Unless they are
based entirely on
merit, most
endowed
scholarships will
no longer add to
a student’s total
financial aid
package

Tim Kerigan
John Cavanagh, Bob Neideck, Bill Heth, Lowell Seashore, Drew Moser and Kevin Diller ﬁeld
questions during the men’s panel last night in the Stuart Room.

Week examines
Christians and
sexuality
By Emily Luttrull
Contributor
The campus buzzed with giggles, elbow nudges and friends
singing “Let’s talk about sex,
baby” during this week’s Sex and
the Cornﬁelds theme.
Sex and the cornﬁelds are
not generally encouraged to mix

in Upland, but this week-long
educational event is designed to
encourage healthy conversation
about sexuality in the context of
a Christian community. This 10year tradition is sponsored by
Residence Life Programming as
a part of Relational Enrichment.
Most Christian college students hear more than enough
“true love waits” campaigns.
But Sex and the Cornﬁelds offered more than a simple purity
mantra. Deanna Ingerham, Olson hall director and member
of Residence Life Programming,

said the program digs much
deeper than just an abstinence
sermon.
Sophomore Bill Parker said
that the round-table discussion
session carried less of an underlying message of purity and focused more on an honest look at
sex in our culture.
“The audience was simply
presented with material that
was released by the media, and
allowed to discuss their views
with one another as to why or
how sex was being portrayed,”
said Parker. “It gave the audi-

ence a good look at the real stuff
that is out in our culture today,
and how we as a generation have
become desensitized to so many
things.”
The chapel messages, roundtable discussions and interactive
panel discussion focused on topics ranging from sex in the media
to sex and the church, and took
questions from the audience.
“We hope our programming
can be a jumping-off point for
conversation, that students will
talk to each other and their mentors about sexual topics,” said
Ingerham. “We hope for this
conversation to continue at the
DC, classrooms and residence
halls.”
While some see the Sex and
the Cornﬁelds program as unnecessary for Christians, others
think the open discussion about
sex is crucial to a complete
faith.
“If we are continually seeking
out Christ and trying to glorify
Him with our lives, then tackling
one of our biggest issues as humans, lust and sex, is especially
valuable and beneﬁcial,” said
Parker.
Lowell Seashore, Lust Free
Living creator and Sex and the
Cornﬁelds featured speaker,
agreed. He believes that we

struggle with the exact same
things as non-Christians, like
living a lust-free life, feeling
good about being a sexual person and remaining faithful to a
marriage.
He also said when we become
Christians we don’t stop being
sexual creatures. “We are sexual
and we can’t do anything about
it,” he said.
“Sexuality is an aspect of
our personhood that needs to
be addressed in the context of
a Christian community,” said
Ingerham. “Our culture tells us
about our sexuality, and unfortunately most of our churches
and families have provided little
or no dialogue.”
Ingerham said it is extremely
important for Taylor students
to graduate with the ability to
engage with the world around
them in real-life issues, including issues of sexuality.
“If you aren’t living healthy
sexually, it carries into every
part of your life,” said Seashore.
“Then, later in your life you have
a marriage and kids and a ministry, and then [an unhealthy sexual life] becomes a huge trauma.
Why not get healthy now?”
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Counseling Center listens, heals

The following is the ﬁrst of a four-part series covering
perceptions of Taylor University.

Internationals integrated
into Taylor culture
Coming to the
United States for
college can be eyeopening
By Hannah Warstler
Staff Writer

Josh Miller
The Counseling Center ofﬁces, located in the basement of Rediger Auditorium, offer an inviting atmosphere for
students to talk about their concerns.
full-time counselor. Four others are DAs and DCs and collaboration with
other Taylor personnel. Premarital and
currently working part time.
The Counseling Center is not only pre-engagement counseling are also
for those dealing with serious issues available.
In the 2008-2009 academic year,
such as depression, but it is also open
to anyone with life questions or smaller the Counseling Center saw more than
350 students. Just as students have
concerns.
By Liz Goldsmith
“I felt like I could talk, and that it many reasons to seek out counseling,
Copy Editor
was okay talking about myself,” junior however, they also have many reasons
Heather Tyner had life questions. Heather Tyner said.
to hesitate.
Katie Westrate wanted to recover hope.
“People feel like they should be
“... We’re certainly available if
Brian Wong was bored one J-term.
students are just looking for some place able to handle everything themselves,”
Students visit Taylor’s Counseling to bounce some ideas off of somebody said Neideck, who understands the
Center for a number of reasons, where who maybe doesn’t know them, or reluctance students often have about
they ﬁnd counselors willing to meet doesn’t know a lot about their life,” counseling. “People feel like, if they’re
them where they are. The counselors’ Neideck said.
solid in their faith, then they shouldn’t
ofﬁcial mission is to support the
“It’s a great place to talk to somebody struggle with issues … and nobody likes
students academically, personally and in a non-threatening environment,” to have all the hard things in their life
spiritually in what they’re trying to do at junior Brian Wong said.
out there for someone to see.”
Taylor, but it often goes much deeper.
The Counseling Center strives to
Regardless of a student’s reasons
“Having someone objective there to for seeking counseling, the 50-minute provide a safe place where students
speak truth into your life, and even just sessions
involve
open,
natural can work through issues and questions.
having an hour a week where things communication, accountability and According
to
its
conﬁdentiality
could get messy and you could take freedom for the student to talk about policy, everything said in counseling
all that grief out, or junk that you’re whatever he or she desires. Counselors, remains strictly conﬁdential, except in
dealing with out … it was almost like however, still have their own unique potentially life-threatening situations.
it felt more manageable,” junior Katie counseling styles.
The process of scheduling an
Westrate said.
“I ﬁnd one size doesn’t ﬁt all in appointment is as simple as calling,
“Our primary role is to listen and terms of their [students’] preferred emailing or stopping by the Counseling
help people discover for themselves style of being able to heal and grow,” Center ofﬁce, which is located on the
what they need to do different to grow said counselor Kay Keller, who adapts lower level of Rediger Auditorium.
in their faith, to grow as a person, to to students’ personalities and learning
“[I would say,] ‘Let’s work on this
try and begin to sort through some styles in her counseling sessions.
together. Let’s come alongside each
of the stuff that brought them in,”
The Counseling Center’s main focus other and try and walk you through
said Counseling Center Director Bob is individual counseling, but their areas whatever’s going on,’” Neideck said.
Neideck.
of involvement extend beyond their “We want to do that in a way that honors
Neideck, who has served as director ofﬁce walls to occasional classroom God and respects them as people.”
for almost nine years, is Taylor’s only lectures, training sessions for PAs,

Center offers a
place for students
to talk out issues

RECYCLING, from page 1
the plant is built, all of Upland’s waste
could be transported to Huntington to
be recycled.
The plant, being built by Nature’s
Fuel, would convert waste into three
different materials, including fuel that
can be reused in several ways. However,
the company has had difﬁculty securing
the necessary permits for construction
on the plant.
Chief Operating Ofﬁcer of Nature’s
Fuel, Glenn Johnson said, “We have
one of the two permits necessary, so
it is happening,” but the planned construction start date has been delayed
and he could not give an estimate as to
when construction will start.
Meanwhile, Upland residents who
still want to recycle must drop off their
materials at the recycling dumpster at
the Upland water treatment plant on
Bragg Avenue. Common recyclable
items such as plastics (numbers one
and two), glass, papers, tin and steel
are accepted there. However, once the
bin is full, the company will not accept
more materials.
“They do not charge the town anything to provide that dumpster, but
they are budgeted to only bring one

dumpster a week and empty one dumpster a week. So that bin is getting so full,
and if people leave items on the ground,
it gets put into the trash,” Sutton said.
Another option is the Grant County
Highway Department, which is located
in Gas City. To recycle there, everything
must be sorted and some items, such as
appliances, cost a fee.
While the town was hesitant to cut
the recycling program,
most residents understand that tough decisions must be made.
“When
money’s
short, you have to cut
money where you can,”
said one Upland resident as he dropped off
his recycling bin at the
town ofﬁce.
“I’ve had a few people say they would have
been glad to pay the extra [for the recycling],
but there are a lot of
people who can’t afford
it, and it also costs the
town,” Sutton said.
Meanwhile residents

hope that the waste conversion plant
will go ahead as scheduled.
“I think overall the feedback that
I have gotten is that people feel good
about the new project - that all items
will be used in a recycling program in
Huntington. I think that is a good thing
that they can recycle trash,” Sutton
said.

Freshmen face lifestyle changes
when entering college. Relationships,
academic expectations and even
personal habits change. International
students experience these changes
on a different level. The way these
students perceive Taylor is unlike
most students brought up in the
United States.
Many international students are
surprised by the amount of debate and
personal opinion that is present on
campus. In many cultures, decisions
are made based on the family or
group.
At home, Venezuelan Ruben
Alarcon got to know people by
understanding and agreeing with
their worldviews.
“In the Taylor community, each
student has a different perspective
and different experience, but I do not
feel the need to accept their views,”
he said. “In this community, I can
enhance my perspective. I could not
do this in Venezuela.”
In Venezuela, Alarcon said that his
perception of different ideas was not
inﬂuenced by the friends around him.
In his culture, Alarcon’s perspective
was expected to represent his family’s
perspective.
“In the Taylor community, I can
get to know people through the things
we have in common, even if we have
views that may contradict,” he said.
Sam Leung, who grew up in Hong
Kong, also noticed a different lifestyle
in Upland. Leung was caught off guard
by some of Taylor’s social traditions –
especially “ring by spring” and “picka-dates.”
“I’m pretty sure most ... Asians
would ﬁnd marrying and committing
at such a young age to be pretty weird,”
he said. “I still do.”
Even
casual
greetings
are
communicated differently at Taylor.
Leung sometimes acknowledged
his friends with nodding his head

upwards and says some people view
that as impolite.
International
students
also
ﬁnd differences in the academic
system at Taylor. In Brazil, although
high school education has a more
liberal curriculum than in the U.S.,
universities offer fewer ﬁelds of
study.
Freshman
Rodrigo
Carneiro
decided to come to the U.S. because
he wanted to pursue a career in art.
“In Brazil, people don’t take art
seriously,” he said. “You can’t make a
real living as an artist there.”
Carneiro hopes to stay in the U.S.
after college, where there are more
opportunities for a full art career.
The broad scope of American
education is also appreciated by
Zimbabwean Tendai Mika. In
Zimbabwe, students are expected
to choose a career by high school.
After that, the students’ class
schedules should reﬂect their choices.
Government-subsidized colleges focus
exclusively on one ﬁeld of study.
“I appreciate that over here they
cover a broader spectrum of subjects
– the spiritual, the arts and the
physical as well,” Mika said. “It gives
you curiosity because it broadens your
perspective.”
Sometimes, immersing oneself
in a new culture is an intimidating
experience. This challenge, however,
impacts what Alarcon, a political
science major, enjoys most about
studying in a foreign country.
“I can learn to appreciate their
perspective in politics and religion,”
he said.
Along with the classroom lessons
come everyday cultural immersion.
Moving from Hong Kong to Upland
was quite a shock for Leung.
“Prior to coming, I looked up
Upland in Wikipedia, and I kind
of shrugged it off,” he said. “That
changed the moment I got here, and
I’m still not used to it.”
With no trouble blending into the
student body, international students
retain many of the values and
perspectives of their homes.
“I speak English with an American
accent – a product of going to an
international school most of my life,”
noted Leung. “I pass off as American
Asian, but I’m not American, so don’t
expect me to act or think like one.”

Taylor students and staff
receive a free drink ($1.69 value).
*not valid with other specials

6696 E. Amy Way Dr.
(I-69 and SR22, next to Cracker Barrel)
Gas City, IN 46953
765-998-6922

We have free wi-fi!
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Iraq ﬁghts for democracy in parliamentary elections
By Hannah Warstler
Staff Writer
Despite violence that resulted in 38
deaths, the relative success of the Iraqi
parliamentary elections on Sunday
seems to herald a truly democratic Iraq.
Extremist violence was intended to
intimidate potential Iraqi voters; if anything, it seemed to strengthen their resolve. Mortar shells, grenades and rocket
bombs launched in residential areas of
Baghdad and several other cities caused
dozens of deaths and even more injuries, but the voter turnout was around
62 percent higher than the 76 percent
at the ﬁrst parliamentary election, and
higher than any U.S. presidential election turnout in 40 years.
“Everyone went,” said Baghdad voter
Maliq Bedawi to a New York Times correspondent. “They were deﬁant about
what happened. Even people who didn’t
want to vote before, they went after this
rocket.”
Security during the election was almost entirely manned by Iraqi military
and police forces, reported the New York
Times. American troops remained alert
in case Iraqi security requested assistance, and U.S. aircraft provided surveillance from the skies.
“Literally, as we sit here now, if the
elections go well, our mission is com-

plete,” said Lt. Col. Jeffrey Denius of the
First Brigade, Third Infantry Division in
Baghdad.
To many in Iraq and around the
world, the election was considered an
exuberant success. Iraqi NY Times correspondent Duraid Adnan described the
celebrations across Iraq after the election. “Iraqis tasted democracy and they
couldn’t help but congratulate themselves for holding an election on their
own and deciding for themselves who
would lead them into the future,” Adnan
said.
The Obama administration scrutinized
the election, considering it the key event
that would determine if troop pull-outs
could continue on schedule. According
to the Associated Press, top U.S. commander Gen. Ray Odierno expects U.S.
combat troops will pull out by the end of
August.
The Obama administration timetable
proposes to downsize U.S. troops in Iraq
from 96,000 to 50,000 by May and to
be completely out by the end of 2011.
“Unless there’s a catastrophic event, we
don’t see that changing,” Odierno said.
U.S. President Obama commended
Iraqis for their courage and devotion
to democracy. He praised the election
as an “important milestone in Iraqi history,” according to BBC. “Today’s voting
makes it clear that the future of Iraq be-

longs to the people of Iraq,” he said.
Citizens voted for individuals, coalitions and parties vying for 325 seats in
the national parliament. Those elected
will then choose a prime minister, who
will in turn work with the leading parties
to form a coalition government.
The New York Times reported that incumbent Prime Minister Nouri Maliki’s
coalition and former Prime Minister
Iyad Allawi’s Al-Iraqiyya alliance seem
to have fared best at the polls, though
ofﬁcial results will not be declared until
March. The ﬁnal coalition government
may take weeks or even months to negotiate.
According to the Associated Press, one
of the most signiﬁcant issues that concern Iraqis is security. Prime Minister
Al-Maliki’s coalition platform is based
on greater internal security, a goal he
has made strides toward since his appointment in 2005. In the past, Al-Maliki aligned with Shiite parties, but his
current coalition purports nonsectarian
nationalism.
Maliki’s current government won the
support of the Kurds, an important minority whose signiﬁcant voting power
will factor into any coalition government
formation.
“A win for al-Maliki or secular rival
Iraqiya could indicate Iraqis frustration
with religious parties who have been the

dominant political force since the U.S.led invasion in 2003,” surmised the Associated Press.
Rival party Iraqiya also has a Shiite
leader – Allawi – but the alliance includes national Vice President Tariq alHashimi, who is a representative of the
Sunni minority. It is also supported by
senior Sunni politician Saleh al-Mutlaq.
According to the BBC, Mutlaq has been
barred from standing along with 500
other contestants. The controversy surrounding hundreds of disqualiﬁcations
was a major setback in the election process.
The elections were originally set for
January 17, but problems arose when
some candidates – most of them from
the Sunni minority – were disqualiﬁed
because of alleged connections to Saddam Hussein’s old Baath political party.
The BBC reported that some Sunni
groups protested the ban as “an attempt
by the Shiite majority to sideline them in
the political process.” How Sunni citizens
react to the new government will play a
large role in the continuing development
of modern Iraq – either as a state characterized by a nationalist identity or one
entrenched in sectarian violence.
While the Iraq elections reafﬁrm that
the nation is by no means characterized
by peace, for the ﬁrst time in its history it
can be considered a true democracy.

“A peace agreement will require
both parties to make some
historically bold commitments.
You have done it before, and I
am conﬁdent for world peace
you will do it again.”
-Vice President Biden
discusses peace with Iran.

On This Day in History
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Building plans and population affect earthquake damage
By Mandolyn Hecox
Staff Writer
The recent devastating earthquakes in
Haiti and Chile added to scientists’ fears
about the growing danger earthquakes
pose.
When earthquakes occurred in the
past, towns were smaller and more
spread out, causing fewer deaths. Today,
when millions crowd into small, multistory and often poorly built buildings,
even a few tremors can be extremely destructive.
Haiti’s 7.0-magnitude earthquake
on Jan. 12 took over 220,000 lives and
afﬂicted millions. More than 50 aftershocks measuring 4.5 or greater occurred
by Jan. 24. Looters and those desperate
for supplies contributed to the chaos as
rescue workers searched for survivors.
The Haitian police tried to enforce order
over the chaos. Recovery efforts are still
underway as the country attempts to regain stability.
The most recent victim of a large-scale
earthquake is Chile, which was hit by
an 8.8-magnitude earthquake on Feb.
27. Chilean President Michelle Bachelet
recently asked for international aid, an
atypical move that she said was made
after realizing the country faces “a catastrophe of such unthinkable magnitude that it will require a giant effort to
recover.”

The current death toll in Chile is at
400, which, while signiﬁcant, pales in
comparison to Haiti’s staggering body
count. Even though both countries sit
on top of large, unstable fault lines, the
difference in loss of life, according to engineers and earthquake scientists, can
be attributed to Chile’s implementation
and strong enforcement of strict building codes.
“We would have expected that an 8.8
earthquake would have done a lot more
damage,” said geophysicist Paul Caruso,
who works with the National Earthquake
Information Center. “The people in
Chile have experience with earthquakes
that saved hundreds if not thousands of
lives.”
A global corruption index provided by
Transparency International, a nonproﬁt
organization that ranks countries based
on their corruption, lists Chile as 25th
and Haiti as 168th (the lower the number, the less corruption perceived).
This corruption is seen in Haitian
construction. Due to bribery and little
insight from engineers, buildings are
set on weak foundations with little reinforcement. In contrast, Chile requires
earthquake-prooﬁng for new structures
and has mandated the use of building
materials such as rubber, which allow
buildings to bend instead of topple.
Many cities outside Haiti are vulnerable because of their construction, not

because of their geographical location.
Streets in many megacities are lined
with buildings housing hundreds of
people on multiple ﬂoors. Poor planning
occurs when corrupt inspectors design
the ﬂoors on the basis of a quick buck.
While earthquakes are natural causes,
the resulting deaths are often due to human corruption.
Both scientists and human rights activists hope that increased technology
and pressure from
those providing aid
will prompt reform,
saving countless lives.
With
statistics
verifying that the
amount of people living in cities surpasses
those in rural areas,
earthquakes affecting
greater numbers of
people will only increase. According to a
study by seismologist
Roger Bilham of the
University of Colorado, about 403 million people live in cities facing signiﬁcant
seismic hazard. David
Wald, a seismologist
employed by the U.S.
Geological
Survey,
explains the grow-

ing risk that the increase in megacities
brings.
“You can name about 25 cities that are
like Port-au-Prince,” said Wald, adding
that such earthquakes occur in one location about every 250 years, on average.
“But if you can name 25 of them, you’re
going to have an event like this every 10
years.”

1496

Jews were expelled from Syria.

1884

The state of Mississippi authorized the first state-supported
college for women, the Mississippi Industrial Institute and
College.

1909

Three U.S. warships were
ordered to Nicaragua to stem
the conflict with El Salvador.

1930

Ghandi began his 200-mile
march to the sea that symbolized his defiance of British rule
over India.

1933

President Paul von Hindenburg
dropped the flag of the German
Republic and ordered that the
swastika and empire banner be
flown side by side.
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Salvador president lobbies in U.S.
Washington, D.C.- Mauricio Funes, the
President of El Salvador, visited Washington, D.C., this week. His purpose
was to lobby for a program that will help
almost a quarter-million Salvadorans to
live and work legally in the U.S.

Charity organization attacked
Pakistan- Approximately a dozen
masked militants attacked a World Vision charity organization in Pakistan.
Shots were ﬁred and a bomb was set
off. Six employees were killed and seven were wounded.

Electric bikes raise questions
China- Citizens in Beijing are returning to a trend that began in the 1980s:
There has been an increase in electric
bicycles in the city. The government is
a bit uneasy about the sudden increase
and its possible effects on saftey.

Vatican addresses scandal
Italy- Rev. Federico Lombardi read
a note on Vatican Radio cautioning
churches against sex scandals. In recent weeks, many individuals have
documented sexual abuse scandals in
Germany, Austria and the Netherlands.

New security measures
Thailand- In preparation for a rally in
support of Thailand’s former Prime
Minister, Thaksin Shinawatra, the Thai
government has a new security plan:
The International Security Act will be in
place from March 11 to 23. The hope is
that the new system will keep protesters at bay.

Protesters take a stand
Nigeria- Women in Nigeria are taking a
stand against recent violence. The violence, caused by ethnic strife, has killed
at least 109 people, most of whom were
women and children. The protesters,
many dressed in black, want to make
the government realize that protection
is needed for women and children.

WORLD

2/16/10 8:44 AM

U.S. alters involvement in Haiti
Haiti- Although the U.S. is continuing to
pull military support from Haiti, there are
still plans for support. On Wednesday,
President Obama said that the U.S. will
continue to provide ﬁnancial and humanitarian aid.

Economic changes cause protests
Greece- Protesters outside of the Parliament building were hit with tear gas
after throwing rocks. The 20,000 people
were marching through Athens in protest of the government’s new plans to
overcome the economic issues.
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“Handy Andy” holds mutual love with students
Once a church, now a gas station, Circle K and its history run deep into hearts and stomachs

Upland’s Circle K - affectionately referred to as “Handy Andy” and known for
its Polar Pops, Tuesday night breadsticks
and 24/7 convenience - has become a
Taylor tradition for many.
The road to becoming such a Taylor
mainstay was long and varied for Circle
K, and the fact that “Handy Andy” sat
vacant only a decade ago might be a surprise to many current students.
The site where Circle K now sits was
actually a church in the early 1900s. The
lot would eventually become Dick Howard’s Standard Station. The Standard
Station ultimately closed, leaving the location vacant for years.
“I thought they were going to eventually tear it down,” said Cindy Brown, a
long-time Upland resident and 10-year
Circle K employee. The location was revived by Ivan and Carol Slain, who have
owned Ivanhoe’s since 1965 and who
turned the gas station into “Ivanhoe’s
Express,” complete with a Pizza King
franchise portion.
The location was popular with Taylor

The Hard Time Killing Floor Blues

by Steve Etheridge
Guest Traveler

A student’s experience at the Fort Wayne Gun & Knife Show

students at that time, partially because

lor students the station sees. The store

Your Life and Times correspondent arrives at the 2010 CPI

of the connection with the beloved Ivan-

used to close at midnight and reopen at

Fort Wayne Gun & Knife Show at 1340h to find a parking lot

Speaking of which, the exhibitors are by and far the most fas-

ons, a circumvention of answerability for some of the nastier reali-

hoe’s, according to Brown. The gas sta-

4:30am, but is now open 24 hours a day.

densely occupied with domestic autos, the average MPG being

cinating species of the 2010 CPI F.W. G&K Show. Unlike the at-

ties of the trade. This isn’t to say that the guns should come with

tion then changed quite a few hands in a

Employees say they see students most

somewhere around 13. Not unlike the Wild West of American

tendees, all the exhibitors are white, all are male[4], and roughly

obvious little warnings like, “Can Cause Serious Injury Or Death,”

short time. The Slains sold it to a man by

during the evening. “They come in es-

yore, firearm enthusiasts casually stroll the lot wielding their favor-

70 percent are obese, some morbidly. Inexplicably, and almost

but as far as your L&T correspondent can tell, there’s no differ-

the name of Gary Carter, who ran the lo-

pecially on Tuesday evenings for bread-

ite weapons[1], ready at any moment it seems for a showdown

uniformly, the really skinny ones don’t sell weapons but choose

cation as “The Express.” He in turn sold

sticks,” said Brown.

with Mexican bandits.

instead to hawk survival gear, like fallout shelters, radiation de-

among the exhibitors.

buying and selling and owning these really-cool-yet-lethal weap-

Being a Taylor mainstay means that

The event is held in Fort Wayne’s Memorial Coliseum, in an all-

tection kits and night vision devices. In interest of ad space and

were the owners when the store shut

the Circle K is often the site of fun Taylor

concrete room with squint-dim fluorescent lighting and enough

whatnot, the system of exhibitor subtypes will not be explored

down in 1996, and the site was closed for

activity. The craziest thing the employees

cubic footage to house five or six Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Pa-

here, but please know that it is taxonomically complex and prob-

see is during orientation weekend when

rade balloons. The vendor tables are uncategorized and mostly

ably deserving of a reality show.

hundreds of Taylor freshmen come to

unmarked, arranged in uncomplicated rows from wall to wall. Un-

By 1530h your L&T correspondent has now beheld the gamut

the location reopened in November of

participate in the Taylor tradition of get-

like car shows and other trade shows dependent on spectacle,

of extremely gnarly weapons, including weapons that can’t possi-

1999 under the ownership of Jim Sutter

ting a Polar Pop. During one 50-minute

the 2010 CPI F.W. G&K Show has the air of a very grim flea market,

bly be owned legally and yet evidently are — weapons that would

with the famous name of Handy Andy.

time period of this year’s event, Circle K

with mismatched weapons strewn crooked on tables for anyone

even seem outrageous in a video game. I’m talking about a croc-

Finally, Alimentation Couche-Tard Inc.,

served over 120 students.

to handle, admire, imagine using on large animals and terrorists,

odile-sized sniper rifle that a very strong man would struggle to

ence in attitude among these exhibitors than if they were selling,

etc. There are very few signs on display, no buxom supermod-

fire above the hip; an M4 carbine with mounted grenade launcher

say, remote control cars. And that’s sort of creepy.

els tempting wallets, and, disappointingly, no free giveaways[2].

and laser sight[5]; or an M1917 Browning belt-fed water-cooled

Driving home at 1610h, your L&T correspondent decides

The room’s odor is mossy, not unpleasant, and stationed here

fully-automatic machine gun, listed at $45,000, that looks more

that while undeniably an exotic and fascinating experience, gun

regulars from Taylor and the Upland

and there are unarmed security personnel who seem laughably

like a piece of plumbing than a gun, and was reportedly used in

and knife shows are not for him (your L&T correspondent is also

community.

ill-equipped to intervene in any hypothetical disturbance.

it to Chris Bennett and Steve Houp. They

by Mandolyn Hecox
Staff Writer

March 12, 2010

almost three years.
Fortunately for future Taylor students,

a Canadian-based convenience store
chain, bought out the location. The store

“Freshmen were lined up outside the
building. I haven’t seen so many college

went through several name changes, be-

students in my life — they were down

ing called Mac’s for a very short time in

every aisle and they all came in for a

The site where Circle K now sits was a church in the early 1900s.

the Taylor culture.

January 2003. The company then de-

fountain pop,” Brown said. It sounds

“It’s a study break and a way to get to

cided to rename all of the stores for con-

chaotic, but “they were considerate,”

know people,” sophomore Rachel Smith

sistency and went with Circle K, as the

said. “When we have prospectives visit

Brown said.

station is now known.

Taylor students aren’t hesitant about

(and) we take them to see the sights, we

World War II on the Japanese in the Admiralties. These weapons

kind of a whiney and boring person, so that’s not saying much).

Your L&T correspondent feels a tad bit elitist and ashamed

are minimally practical, and it is hard to imagine any civil threat that

Our Constitutional freedoms should be enjoyed qualitatively, not

when he realizes the crowd is not at all as he expected: no griz-

could necessitate their use. Is the thrill of owning something so

quantitatively, but the folks of the 2010 CPI F.W. G&K Show seem

Chantel Reed, who has worked at

zly men with mullets, nor their pregnant wives sipping hard lem-

clunky/deadly/antique really so savory as to behoove one to fork

to be indulging in the Second Amendment to the point of grandi-

onade in halter tops, their rat-tailed progeny scuzzing about in

over a year’s wages to achieve it (the thrill)? Or is there something

osity, which, in a country with plenty of children and zero home-

else that the uninitiated just can’t possibly understand? Your L&T

land battles since 1865, just might not be a good thing.

“There are a lot of people we know by
name,” Brown said.

Circle K employees say that they know

showing their Polar Pop love: When the

take them to Handy Andy. And the em-

Circle K for more than four years, talked

what Taylor students are referring to

gas station offered miniature Polar Pop

ployees are always really friendly.”

about her experiences during Homecom-

when they say Handy Andy, but “we call

key chains earlier this year, they quickly

it Circle K,” Brown said. The location

sold out.

ing and Grandparents Weekend.
“It’s more a hang-out, not just a place

“Some girls on the wing, including my-

their friendly faces to become quite fa-

self, have an addiction,” sophomore Katie

miliar. Many Taylor students know the

has had several Taylor students bring

is now corporately owned and run by a
general manager.

Circle K has 11 employees, including
the general manager, which allows for

you just get what you need,” Reed said.

Although the gas station has always

Moore said. “It got to the point where we

Circle K employees by name and enjoy

their family in to meet her during such

been used by Taylor students, the rea-

were going every night. We are Polar Pop

the small-town atmosphere.

weekends, something she said made her

sons why vary.

people. This is what gets me going, my

“The Taylor kids used to come over

homework done. I live off those things.”

“I love Jason, he’s so cool and chill,”

work feel valued.

about what you do ... It’s more than just

of nutso propaganda, nor legless veterans recruiting for backyard

such concentrated force, he says, something glorifying in accu-

a business.”

militias — no one reckonin’ about what is and what ain’t. Just

racy, something meditative in a readied trigger finger. He quotes

mostly normal people.

with conviction from the Sermon on the Mount and Romans 13,

cle K employees as well, who know many

Q & A with Dr. Kevin Diller
tions or are you interested merely in

knowing how many wives and children
I have? If it is the later, I have one

on your slides, is there any significance?

vertraulich und gottesfürchtig Liebesdienst.

That’s either not true or it is true,

What is your biggest pet peeve?

wife and four children, ages 2, 4, 6 and

that is if you accept the principle of

8 years old (and they’re awesome!).

bivalence in logic and the notion that

someone I’m trying to put at ease.

called me ‘stuntman.’ My wife has

What subjects do you teach and

every conditional entails the corre-

If you could choose to be really

nicknamesfor me, but I’m not sure

what made you passionate about

sponding material conditional. It’s

good at something, what would it

them in the first place?

likely that the gerbil to which you refer

When I’m really awkward with

be and why?

salem University College since the end of January.
Just to give our Taylor family a little taste of what
the academic side of things looks like: our curriculum is not so different from Upland — four to five
classes during the week. The only difference are the
weekends are full of various field studies around
the country. Although we are learning so much inside the classroom, it is only about one-tenth of the
overall experience. The adventures out in this wonderland of a culture can’t be taught or learned, just
simply experienced.
If there is one word that has themed my personal
experience here so far, it’s “irony.” How ironic that I,

Though a gun and knife show in name, guns and gun-related

certain that he is in active service of the Lord, using weapons for

accessories account for about 90 percent of the total merchan-

spreading witness so that others might better understand Jesus

dise at the Show, and the only knives available are small and easily

Christ.

Yo, Adrienne!
I heard there was a new Mexican place in
town, but I don’t want to give up a meal at Mi
Pueblo to check it out. Is it worth it?
-Señorita Pueblo

concealed[3], only good for stripping fishing line and shanking bar

His words are terrifying and beautiful. He speaks with a mar-

patrons. Nevertheless, the big celebrity in attendance is a knife

tyr’s zeal, urgent and hopeful, as if greater good were a mat-

maker named Jimmy Lile, who apparently fashioned the knives

ter of greater firepower. He’s neither brash nor fanatical, but his

Mi Pueblo is dear to our hearts and when Casa

for the first two Rambo movies. While none of his handicraft is

reverence for the higher properties of his products comes with

Grande moved in town, I think we were all a bit wary.

on display, he reminisces proudly of his knife making career to

no disclaimer for their caliber for evil, as if turning a blind eye to

Passing up a favorite Mexican restaurant is hard to do.

a fiercely adoring crowd of four. Whether he is being paid for his

the annals of internecine strife, to all the redemption missed in

And with our college budget, it may seem like too big of

appearance or if he’s just simply soaking up the limelight and

early death. The sense your L&T correspondent gets with Phil,

a risk to waste $12 on something sub-par. I say take the

enjoying the five dollar nachos from concessions is unclear. Either

along with much of the 2010 CPI F.W. G&K Show, is that there’s

chance and at least check it out. If it is good, then you

way, the general attitude is that he’s a very big deal, particularly

a shortage of accountability that comes with the enthusiasm of

can save gas money since the drive is a lot shorter.

Dear Señorita Pueblo,

In philosophy proper I teach mainly

is actually an Upper-Normandy Fat

Diller” and “Doctor Diller.” Being re-

Logic, Metaphysics, and Epistemol-

Sand Rat named ‘Gourmand,’ often

ball, and I wish I was better at it.

ferred to in this way is a relatively new

ogy; I also teach Contemporary Chris-

confused with the Bushy-tailed Jird

What did you want to be when

I went last Saturday night and it may have just been

thing in my life and I like to think of

tian Belief and courses in Western

and the Larger Naked-soled Walo.

you were 12 years old?

the new restaurant fever, but it was packed. We were

them as nicknames rather than titles.

and Eastern World Religions. I’m pas-

Students seem to find our multicultur-

A philosophy professor-just kidding.

How many people are in your

sionate about these courses because

al friend non-threatening and are able

I think I was in my medical doctor or

family?

they raise some of the most important

to respond to the gerbil in ways they

NFL running back phase at that time.

Ahh, to a philosopher/theologian that

questions for human existence.

would not feel comfortable respond-

What is your favorite shake at

sounds like a trick question. By

How long have you been teaching

ing to me.

Ivanhoe’s?

‘family,’ do you mean tribe, clan, hu-

at Taylor?

How would you describe yourself

No. 72 [pecan pie].

man family, church family, Taylor

191 days.

in three words?

family, near-by consanguineous rela-

In class, you always have a gerbil

Basketball. Because I love basket-

a scrawny Broho boy from a podunk town in central

eerie atmosphere of irony (my leg is okay now, by

with the world figured out and God on my side, only

Illinois, whose graduating class topped out at sixty-

the way). For example, it is not uncommon to hear

to be blindsided by a culture where everybody else

six, am now living in the city of the “Great King”

Christian church bells banging in the distance while

holds the same notion about themselves.

(Matt. 5:35). Less than a hundred yards from where

at the Western Wall where it is Prayasloudasyoucan-

that one dude who bested Goliath is presumed to be

time for the Orthodox Jews at the same moment the

buried. Less than a mile from where Jesus Christ was

Muslim call to prayer is clamoring around the city

Being in Jerusalem has challenged and even con-

murdered and rose again. And here the three domi-

competing to be heard over the Jews praying and the

demned some of my most stubbornly held beliefs.

nating monotheisms of the world get along about as

church bells resounding.

May the Taylor community not forget that Jesus

“It’s a good thing Jesus is coming someday to
judge these stubborn, unsaved people,” I thought.

well as some Wengatz guys do when they’re fighting

This city has thousands of years of paramount

came to save the disgusting sinners, yet constantly

over a spot in front of the mirror in the Well (I love

world history underneath its belt, yet many people

castigated the Pharisees, aka the “good” people. I’ve

all of you guys, I just had to).

living here (like a Palestinian Christian we’ve met)

been driven to repentance again and again after re-

Who would’ve thought that, upon attending a

have never made the approximately seven mile trip

alizing my heinous rationale that I am any more de-

church in the city one morning, we’d happen to meet

to Bethlehem to see the site of our Christ’s birth.

serving of the Grace of God than the devout Muslim,

a Taylor grad who invited us over for dinner on the

Even as I sit typing these very words in the school’s

Orthodox Jew, or Eastern Orthodox Patriarch.

spot, our first weekend here! And I, having never

library, where it should be peaceful and quiet, there

As Psalm 122:6 petitions, please “pray for the

broken a single bone in my life and on the other

is a multitude of cars right outside the window honk-

peace of Jerusalem” as we look forward to the day

side of the world without a doctor or mother., would

ing like Sammy Boys at random objects around the

when Jesus will bring real peace to his kingdom: the

choose to jump from one curb to another, come up

Loop.

New Jerusalem.

short and break my fibula.
The city of Jerusalem itself creates an almost

But if you need a recommendation, I give you mine.

[1] Exhibitor tables can be rented for $50, and
many use this as an opportunity to thin out private collections. Weapons can also be swapped
with little formal procedure, and those looking to
trade give off the same eager-eyed cordiality of
fifth graders swapping Pokemon holograms.
[2] And I mean none. Not even refrigerator magnets. One table, however, is offering free pocket
Constitutions with all transactions — reason

alone right there to bring home an AR-15 semiautomatic.
[3] One of the few exceptions to this is headturning, forearm–sized golden blade with what
appears to be a taxidermied eagle head functioning as a hilt. If it were just a centimeter longer
it might be considered a sword, and if it were just
a tad more patriotic it might start a revolution. It
draws a great deal of attention throughout the

showroom, most notably from an Amish father
and his two sons, who I believe might actually be
taking it home.
[4] Spare two or three wives with money boxes
on their laps, reading paperbacks or scratching
their husbands’ backs.
[5] Exhibitor: “I took out a whole flock of crows in
my backyard with one of these things.”

The saddest example of irony, however, is that I

seated and served chips and salsa immediately. Now
comes my only complaint of the meal: The salsa wasn’t
chunky. Chips and salsa are probably a third of the reasons why we love Mexican restaurants - they’re free
and they make us full before our meal even gets there.
But like I said, it was my only complaint of the meal.
Our portions were huge, and the food tasted great. Al-

I like to think of myself as ein gott

Sophomore reveals ironies, offers perspective and tells tales of living in the city of the “Great King”

ran, Jon Povilonis, and I have been studying at Jeru-

lege. He pursued a career in deadly weaponry because to him

!

(AND ALISSA)

vorite new nicknames are “Professor

The life & times of (elsewhere): Jerusalem
Junior Suzanna Davis and sophomores Dave Mo-

YO, ADRIENNE

that he himself is a Biblical Studies graduate from Grace Colit is worshipful, transcendent. There is something awesome in

to introduce freshmen or prospectives to

Shalom from Jerusalem!

spondent is on assignment from Taylor University, he discloses

kiddy fatigues. No Limbaugh/Beck disciples mongering all kinds

hours also has affected how many Tay-

by Casey Fogerty
Contributor

everything he says in a notebook. Once he learns your corre-

said with a laugh. “It makes you feel good

Such warm feelings are shared by Cir-

Timmy Huynh

eventually queries as to why your L&T correspondent is jotting

those credit card charges were for,” she

the day or night has also become a way

that’s what you’re looking for. My fa-

Phil is exceedingly talented at beating around the bush, floundering to articulate his point but reaching no real answer. He

tudes. I’m really impressed.”

ing that she thinks the change in open

When I was at Taylor some people

guy and exhibitor of AR-15s, AK-47s, and Desert Eagle pistols.

people who work there have good atti-

Going to get breadsticks on Tuesday
nights or getting a Polar Pop any time of

Do you have any nicknames?

correspondent poses this very question to Phil, all-around nice

“Plus, they wanted to see what all

much as they used to,” said Brown, add-

Interview by Maggie Kohl
Contributor

“He pursued a career in
deadly weaponry because
to him it is worshipful,
transcendent.”

junior Jordan Dodd said. “He and all the

and study all night. They don’t do that as

“I took out a whole ﬂock of
crows in my backyard with
one of these things.”

though salsa may be a minor issue to some, my final
conclusion is this: I’m still going to Mi Pueblo. Not
only is it “the usual,” but also I think the salsa is
worth the extra drive.

GEORGE CLOONEY MOVIES
“O Brother, Where Art Thou?”
“Ocean’s Eleven”
“Good Night, and Good Luck”
“Fantastic Mr. Fox”
“Up in the Air”
“Syriana”
“Batman & Robin”
“Michael Clayton”

“Return of the Killer Tomatoes!”
“Ocean’s Thirteen”
“The Harvest”
“Knights of the Kitchen Table”
“Spy Kids”
“Burn After Reading”
“Leatherheads”
“The Good German”

Answering your
questions one round at
a time.
echo.lifeandtimes@gmail.com

It’s not irony, it’s Grace.

came into this city as a pompous American Christian

Comic illustrated by Jack Galbraith

Hopeful hand brushes,
encouraging eye contact,
and stirring second glances

Are you this guy? Write to us at echo.lifeandtimes@

gmail.com and we’ll connect you. If you have an missed
connection of your own or one of your friends, send us a brief
recap of the encounter. Include the time, location, story and
any other useful information, and we’ll turn your words into a
comic in next week’s issue.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

there are the purists: those who have
watched every second of every episode
from season one on, plus all the bonus
material when they come out on DVD.
These are the people who will sacrifice
baptisms, Bar Mitzvahs or even Youth
Conference for the sake of “Lost.”
Second, we have the practical purists. These are the people who like to
think they’re a little more in touch with
reality than most “Lost” fans, so they
hold their Tuesday nights with an open
hand, knowing that Hulu always has
their back. In truth, however, “Lost” fans
are only deceiving themselves because
chances are that they are skipping class

or skirting work the next morning in
order to catch the episode online that
they missed the night before. Heaven
forbid they miss out on the hot “Lost”
water-cooler gossip.
Third, you have the remedialist. Yeah,
we all know the type. They might as well
have taken “Lost” as their J-term class
since they were rarely seen out of their
rooms and managed to watch all five
seasons in 23 days. But, let’s be honest, the bedsores were worth it because
“Lost” is just that good.
Fourth, you have the jaded “Lost” fan
who quit watching after either seasons
two, three or four (aka my roommate).

students speak out on “Lost”

Oceanic 815
crashes onto island,
47 people survive.
Smoke monster is discovered
on the island and starts to kill
people, but spares others.

“Lost” is definitely one of the best
shows on television. My favorite characters are the Japanese couple, because the wife is so selfless, translating
everything from English to Japanese
for her husband, whose pride prevents
him from learning English. You can tell
that they really love each other and that
nothing can tear them apart (not even
the smoke monster!). What I also love
about “Lost” is how mysterious the
plot is. There are also so many mysteries to explore and argue about with my
friends – who would have thought that
“The Others” were aliens?! I hope they
make a “Lost” movie.
-Chris Clampitt

I’ve never seen “Lost” before, but
I think it would be fun if Christians
made a reality show of the same name
where non-believers, or “the Lost,”
are stranded with insufficient survival
supplies on a really gray and dismal
island that serves as, like, a metaphor
for their souls. And their only ticket off
the island? Finding salvation through
Jesus. Only then will they be picked

up and dropped off on a prettier island
with palm trees and dolphins and sexy
natives and stuff.
-Steve Etheridge
The days of worrying about Shannon’s asthma are far behind us. Now
the “Lost” timeline resembles pasta,
we have more questions than ever and
the producers of “Lost” still promise a
satisfying conclusion. Nine episodes
left. Can they still do it? There’s only
one theory I’ve always refused to
consider: “The writers are making
it up as they go.” Impossible. Fans
have not spent six seasons defending the faith to give up now. But nine
episodes? I assume none will involve
Hurley reading Daniel Faraday’s diary
aloud for twenty minutes, answering
all our questions. At the end of the
day, I’m confident it will happen. (Not
the diary thing—they can save that
for a spin-off.) I’m confident the finale
will be fantastic and questions will be
answered. The fans have come a long
way with Jack, and like him, we’re

positive there’s always been a purpose
behind it all. So we’ll be watching May
23 (Jack’s number) and trusting that
we won’t be disappointed.
-Hannah Beers
The problem with “Lost” is that
the things that happen on the show
just seem to happen for the sake of
keeping everyone on the island. Like
the writers got bored but realized they
couldn’t end the show without making
the most money possible. The biggest
problem I have with “Lost” is what it
represents. It is just another link in the
chain that we are slowly binding ourselves with. We are a culture of constant entertainment and “Lost” is the
pinnacle of that entertainment. Slowly
but surely we are becoming numbed
into passivity by electronic entertainment. I guess “Lost” is good in the
sense that it is the lesser of many evils.
But maybe the news would be better.
Or maybe we could even read a book.
-Tim McDermott

Season
continues…
Survivors on
island start
time traveling.

French woman
is found on
island.

“Lost,” for me, has been an experience that far surpasses television. It’s
always been a dream of mine to find a
show that matched up with everything
I’ve ever wanted from a story. I was
taken aback in the first two episodes
just by how dynamic I could tell the
show was going to be. As I sat there,
watching Jack Shephard (Matthew

Fox) stand amongst the beached
plane wreckage, I knew this show
already entailed the challenge of human survival. The show simplistically
laid out for us the years ahead when
John Locke (Terry O’Quinn) held up
two backgammon pieces saying, “Two
players. Two sides. One is light, one
is dark.” This show isn’t about explicit
romance or engaging gunfights, but
an ongoing battle within the human
aspect of good versus evil. To center a
story so brilliantly around that focus is
something television has been missing
for the past 50 years.
-Jon Helmholz

Survivors are
separated into
good and evil.

START HERE:

by Koert Verhagen

All survivors are
back on the island
at the same time.

and a field guide
to its fans

Time traveler detonates
bomb to supposedly fix
everything.

losing
“lost”

The name pretty much says it all here.
These are the people who gave up
watching on the pretense that the show
was too confusing and going nowhere.
This may well have been the case and
probably still is, but these (former) “Lost”
fans spend their time consumed with
jealousy over those still in the loop, and
wish for a dissatisfying ending to the
show that will justify their unfaithfulness.
Fifth, you have everyone else who
has never seen or had any interest in
the show. These are mostly the people
who devote all their TV-watching energy
to other more quality and intellectually
stimulating shows, such as the “Bachelor,” “One Tree Hill,” “Glee,” “Grey’s
Anatomy” or “Smallville” (that’s still on
TV, right?). Or there are those, such as
Dr. Spiegel, who never took the time to
invest in the show because “they were
all too pretty” and the idea that that
many beautiful people crashed on an
island together is, well, just so unbelievably Hollywood.
Even if you’re not into “Lost,” you
probably have a bestie or two who
absolutely adores it, so do me a favor:
Be a good pal and stay close by on the
night of May 23 with a Kleenex and an
open arm, ready to comfort them in
their time of “loss.”

Time traveling
survivors join the
“Others” from the past.

GET LOST IN
60 SECONDS

A “COMPREHENSIVE” GUIDE

“Lost.” The show that has captured the hearts (for those who think
Jack is hawt or Kate is gorgeous) and
minds (for those who think naming TV
characters after famous philosophers is
“intriguing [insert sophisticated chinstroke here]”) of millions of Americans
for the past five and a half years is finally
coming to an end. Some will breathe a
deep sigh of relief when the show concludes because they will no longer have
to consider disowning their best friend,
whose preoccupation with “Lost” has
reached the heights of annoying obsession. But there are others, like myself,
for whom springtime for the rest of their
lives will become a little less sunny as of
May 23, 2010.
I thought about using this article to
give a brief summary of the plotline and
characters, but then I realized that, with
a show this convoluted, an issue of the
New York Times devoted to a summary
probably still wouldn’t cut it. This show
is modern entertainment’s version of the
Gordian’s Knot. So instead, I’ll focus on
the fans - the people who probably attribute much more brilliance to the show
through their countless “what if this is
what’s happening …” discussions than
the show in itself actually contains.
There are basically five classes
of people in regard to “Lost.” First,
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Survivors who got
off island want to
come back.
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Island
disappears.

A hatch is found in the
jungle; group starts
digging.
Group discovers
passengers from the
tail end of the plane.

Man of faith takes over
pushing mysterious
button.

Group discovers that one of
the passengers is an “Other”
and was never on the plane.

Eric Skala
Man of faith does
not push button;
hatch blows up.

Joanna Newsom’s “Have One on
Me” is a bit of a musical anomaly.
The 18 tracks on the three-disc album stretch two hours - that’s simply
a lot of music to sit through, especially if you’re not the biggest harp
fan out there. Nonetheless, “Have
One on Me” is beautiful music. Classical motifs mixed with a folkish drive
seem to be the order of the day, so
there’s no denying the artistry behind
this album.
Along with her harp, Newsom
uses a variety of old and new instruments to weave her way through
songs that easily hit the eight-minute
mark in most cases. This marathon
scale is matched by frustratingly elusive verses, choruses and bridges.
When an artist has this much
content to work with, it’s no surprise
she’ll send you for a loop occasionally – and in Newsom’s case, quite
a lot. Compared to her previous
album “Ys,” “Have One on Me” is
less – how to say – regal sounding.
Leader of passengers
performs surgery to
save an “Other’s” life.

ARTS &ENTERTAINMENT

But thanks to harp and voice ballads
like “Kingfisher,” Newsom retains
the density that returning fans will
definitely appreciate. For the more
casual listener, bluesy folk-inspired
“Good Intentions Paving Co.” may
feel like more familiar territory.
It goes without saying that avid
listeners are going to hang off of
Newsom’s lyrics, which will be a
daunting task given the album has
limited instrumental breaks. Her
voice shifts constantly between Ella
Fitzgerald jazz and Joni Mitchell folk
across the album’s many lyrics. By
the time you’ve made it through several songs you’ll feel like you’ve read
a novel. With this comes a concern:
“Have One on Me” isn’t particularly
accessible for every average Joe
listener. For music snobs, feel free to
jump onboard.

Scottish man can
see future: “Charlie is
gonna die, brotha!”

Brent Clouse
Things start blowing
up everywhere
(submarine, etc.)

Some survivors fly on
a helicopter to boat,
but boat blows up.

The film’s strongest point is the
wacky array of characters and
the terrific actors that play them.
Johnny Depp (The Mad Hatter) and
Helena Bonham Carter (The Red
Queen) shine in their roles, while
the voices of Stephen Fry (Cheshire
Cat), Paul Whitehouse (the March
Hare) and Alan Rickman (Absalom the Caterpillar) round out an
eclectic cast. It’s the combination
of both characters and setting that
really makes the film worth watching.
Essentially, any movie that makes
you turn to your friend and say,
“That was outright bonkers,” as
many times as “Alice” does is well
worth your time.

Survivor calls the lady’s
boat for rescue. It is not
girlfriend’s boat.

Survivors blow the hatch open;
discover Scottish man pushing
mysterious button.

“Alice in Wonderland” can be
described as “outright-mad-to-apoint-where-the-word-’mad’-nolonger-holds-any-meaning.”
The story picks up years after
the original animated film, where a
19-year-old Alice ditches her aristocratic life to follow the familiar white
rabbit into Wonderland. There,
the Red Queen has taken over by
force since Alice’s last visit and the
citizens of Wonderland plead with
Alice to help them overthrow the
“bloody big head.”
The story never feels slow, since
every moment in Wonderland is
a guessing game of what you’ll
see next. The level of detail the art
direction takes is astounding and
really helps you lose yourself in the
film. Even the smallest of scenes
and locations never drops the illusion of a grandiose dream world
just down a rabbit hole. In Alice’s
own words, things get “curiouser
and curiouser.”

Have One On Me
Joanna Newsom

Girl lands on island from
parachute, says Scottish
man’s girlfriend is on a boat.

French woman tells everyone
that the “Others” are coming.

Alice in Wonderland
Movie Review
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Christians and Israel

By Stephen Groves
News Co-Editor
It’s a beautiful scene - the rafters of
my church covered in the ﬂags of the
nations, representing prayer and love
for all people. But there are always two
ﬂags that make my stomach lurch: the
Israeli and American ﬂags displayed
prominently side-by-side.
The statement, though subtle, is clear:
“We support Israel with all our hearts.”
In a 2008 poll, conducted by
McLaughlin and Associates and sponsored by the Joshua Fund, 80 percent
of American Christians said they felt a
“moral and biblical obligation” to love
and support Israel and pray for the
peace of Jerusalem. Also, 62 percent of
those polled supported a united Jerusalem.
Christians unconditionally support
the state of Israel. It makes me sick.
Yes, we do have a “moral and biblical
obligation” to love and support Israel
and pray for the peace of Jerusalem,
but we have a moral and biblical obligation to love and support all peoples of
the earth, and to pray for peace everywhere.
So, what is the Christian response
when the state of Israel prevents peace
and uses brute force to drive out their
Palestinian neighbors?
Just this week, Vice President Joe
Biden condemned the Israeli announcement of a plan to build 1,600 more
houses in East Jerusalem. The move severely undermines peace talks between
Israel and Palestine and the hope of two
co-existing states.
Biden’s harsh words were a needed
scolding and a hopeful move to greater American pressure for Israel to be
more humanitarian and compromising.
However, Biden softened his tone on
Thursday, saying the “U.S. has no better friend in the community of nations
than Israel.”
To be honest, I don’t really like our
best friends. They use brute military
force in pushing Palestinians out of
their way to expand the Israeli state.
They are the bully on the block, and the
U.S., at its best, stands by and lets them
steal Palestinian lunch money.
Israeli expansion has forced hundreds of thousands into refugee camps.
The force of the Israeli military against
protestors and militants is infamous. In
fact, if the tactics used by Israel were
used by any other nation, the United

Nations would be decrying their foul,
inhumane tactics.
But the fact remains that Israel receives support from pastors and congregations across the United States. As
Israeli Prime Minister Bibi Netanyahu
said in 2008 to a conference of American evangelicals, “Israel has no better
friends in the world than Christian Zionists. This is a friendship of the heart,
a friendship of common roots, and a
friendship of common civilization.”
Christians support Israel for a simple
reason. We believe the Bible tells us to.
He calls them “My ﬁrst born son,”
(Exodus 4:22,23) and sets them apart,
such as in 2 Samuel 7:23, “And who is
like Your people, like Israel, the one nation on the earth whom God went to redeem for Himself as a people, to make
for himself a name – and to do for Yourself great and awesome deeds for Your
land – before Your people whom You
redeemed for Yourself from Egypt, the
nations, and their gods?” God promises
to Abraham, “ I will bless those who
bless you, and whoever curses you I will
curse; and all peoples on earth will be
blessed through you” (Genesis 12:3).

“Christians
unconditionally
support the
state of Israel.
It makes me
sick.”
Christians see these verses as a mandate to support Israel. There is no doubt
God has chosen the Israeli people for a
special purpose, but this purpose is not
death and destruction. There is a stark
distinction between the people of Israel
who God longs to call to himself and
secular state of Israel that violates human rights.
Consider the words of the angel of the
Lord to Joshua before the Israelites entered the Promised Land, ready to take
Jericho. Joshua asks the angel if he is
“for us or for our enemies?” and the reply is, “Neither, but as commander of
the army of the Lord I have now come”
(Joshua 5:13-14).
In this conﬂict, God is not on either
side. He is on the side of people coming back to him, to worshiping Him as
Lord, whether they are Israeli, Palestinian, Jew or Muslim.
As a Christian, I want to be on that
side.

Loving Bro-Ho
By Andy Sharkey
Columnist
During my freshman year, my ﬁrst impression of Taylor dorm life was on the
Brotherhood. The faux-fraternity some
of you love to hate was a place to call
home whenever I had time to sleep.
I was so dead. I had not loved my
brethren as I should have, and I had to
face the triumvirate and chance my fate.
I lived to tell this story, although many
pieces of it are left out in epic mystery,
as if I’d left public life to join DeMolay (not that our civic engagement was
weakened by a notorious exclusion of
the female gender).
As it turns out, I somehow assimilated into this he-man woman haters club,
quickly realizing that senseless boyhood
would be extended and embraced while
seemingly preparing for a career.
I remember clearly those who frustrated my attempts to keep grounded
in rationality as some of my earliest enemies.
By the next year, their personalities
had caused me to reﬂect at length on
the excruciatingly serious (almost fatalistic) view I had on life. And, through
these impressions, I was shown grace
and love by those whom I otherwise
thought I couldn’t understand or forgive.
I learned from these and other ﬂoor
alumni that it’s only polite to push other people’s buttons while eating, especially if they act saucy or are scapegoats
who live up to their blame; that drink-

ing soda until your stomach empties itself can only be done in clear view of a
campus visitation banquet; that apples
and napkins are as recreational as they
are nutritional and biodegradable.
However, for all of us who have seen
this brilliance that was conceived some
30-plus years ago as “Bro-Ho,” many
in our DC Audience – perhaps you are
one of them – roll their eyes and gawk
at how immature or irreverent this coop may be.
Our conversations may or may not
have intentions to disrupt the dinner
dates that the D.C. has decided to informally arrange around our long Viking
table. What matters is that our voices
are heard (correctamundo, Nick Davis).
When the Snake graces us with his presence, indeed, you will hear a rapturous
clamor.
We do behave ourselves among
women, and we try to avoid PDA (with
the exception of Dozer, ‘09, who also
tackles women). But, if you’re a female
at the start of the school year and you
ﬁnd yourself in the deli line, know that
a freshman will become rather “nosy”
when you converse with him in line.
Eskimos have evolved and lips are the
maladapted erogenous zones.
Table manners aside, if the remaining
ﬂoors of all the dorms were as easily indignant toward Wengatz, Sammy Two
wouldn’t suck and Nancy Kerigan could
speak with an inside voice. Yells: “How
would we all differentiate ourselves?!”
Antics are a cemented part of the Taylor experience. Every wing dresses up in
weird costumes and sings happy birthday and eats popcorn for dinner when
Chuck Lofton comes into town.
What makes the Brotherhood unique
is its bold personalities – those quirks
who slide from norms for a good chuckle and a girl’s phone number.

HOW
ARE
TAYLOR STUDENTS

EMBRACING THE

WARMER
WEATHER?

26%
19%
15%
13%
12%
9%
4%
2%

FEELING SHAME FOR WANTING A PIÑA COLADA.
PAUSING “CALL OF DUTY 2”V TO CRACK THE WINDOW.
ARGUING WITH PAS ABOUT THE MODESTY OF TANK TOPS.
CLIPPING TOENAILS FOR FIRST TIME IN MONTHS.
PRETENDING TO READ THE BIBLE ON THE WENGATZ PORCH.
CLOGGING OLSON DRAINS WITH LEG HAIR.
CANDLELIGHT VIGIL IN MEMORY OF SNOWMEN.
GETTING FREAKIN’ AMPED FOR MEMORIAL DAY.

In desperate need of reform

By Nick Davis
Columnist
American citizens and legislators often address the subject of illegal immigration from legal, economic or security
perspectives.
Hispanic migrants illegally cross the
border to ﬁnd gainful employment,
consume social services without paying taxes, and threaten border security
by enlisting polleros to smuggle them
across the U.S./Mexico divide. It’s like
the Amazing Race with much higher
stakes and a better payout.
Illegal immigration is the next frontier of unpopular, stalled legislation
that the Obama administration will
likely choose to tackle when its health
care debacle ﬁnally wraps up.
I say unpopular because legalizing
America’s unauthorized worker population is about as popular as legalizing
gay marriage. Well, in reality, it might
be less popular — at least gay people
speak English, right?
The two decade-long absence of reformative immigration policy is largely
because “ﬁxing” illegal immigration is
something of a Hobson’s choice (a situation in which there is a free choice but
only one option is given).
Because deportation is neither logistically nor ethically feasible, amnesty —
in some form or another — has become
the de facto solution for dealing with
these workers.
Amnesty, however, has been a mixed
bag at best and political anathema at
worst: Illegal immigrants don’t necessarily desire citizenship, and politicians
have not been able to legislate it for fear
of losing the support of their constituencies (to say nothing of the fact that an
amnesty act in 1986 did little to stop the
annual ﬂow of illegal immigration).
Substantively, amnesty has been described two radically different ways. In

a ﬁrst form it is deﬁned as the instantaneous, free and total naturalization of
the 11 million unauthorized workers in
America (like salvation, except you get
citizenship rather than eternal life).
In its second form, however, amnesty
is the process in which illegal immigrants are penalized for unlawful entry,
but are allowed to be placed in a track
to deferred earned citizenship.
While the end goal for both proposals
is similar — naturalization — the paths
by which they seek to accomplish assimilation are so strikingly varied that
it hardly seems fair to label them both
as “amnesty.” One is a free ride to citizenship, the other is not. And that’s the
rub — legalization is almost singularly

“Christians,
for once,
must cast
aside political
ideology”
described in the terms of the former.
In reality, all current amnesty proposals are anything but free and quick.
In fact, most estimates suggest that it
would take ﬁve to six years for unauthorized workers to earn naturalization
if reformative legislation were passed
today — provided they meet the strict
requirements placed upon them.
Although it is only one component of
a larger, holistic set of immigration reform policies known as Comprehensive
Immigration Reform (CIR), amnesty
has taken the limelight in reform debates.
Unfortunately, this singular focus
discourages honest discussion about
the efﬁcacy of our recently constructed
Great Wall of America and the need to
sponsor economic reforms throughout
the Mexican heartland which, with the
help Mexican government, could help
structurally stem the tide of illegal immigration.

Like it or not, however, amnesty is
still the most important component of
CIR because it is also the most divisive.
Without true bi-partisan compromise
on the substantive measures of the amnesty bickering, CIR will be dead before
it hits the Senate ﬂoor — for the third
time since 2006. This is neither economically prudent nor ethically acceptable.
And it is this matter of ethics that
most intrigues me in this debate. In
2008, a Rasmussen poll suggested that
83 percent of the people that would vote
for John McCain were more concerned
with walling off the U.S./Mexico border
than worrying about legalizing illegal
immigrants.
Let’s try a little statistical exercise:
let’s take 83 percent of the total number of people who voted for McCain in
2008. That’s 49,745,872 people. Republicans made up 90 percent of this
group. That’s 44,771,285 Republicans.
We know from Gallup polls dating
back to 2008 that 70 percent of Republicans consider themselves Conservatives. That’s 31,339,900 Conservatives.
If theology think tank Theos is correct in claiming that 40 percent of
Christians are Conservatives, then
that means something like 12.5 million
Christians would have been more concerned with building the Great Wall of
America than dealing with the issue of
illegal immigration.
When you couple this fact with Glenn
Beck’s recent proclamation that Christians need to ditch churches that are
concerned about “social justice,” you
see that Christians ﬁnd themselves
stuck between, well, a wall and a really
angry white guy.
I’m all for border security and lessening the threat of another terrorist attack on America. But at what expense?
Christians, for once, must cast aside
political ideology that denies 11 million
people the opportunity to earn their
citizenship.
God forbid that we continue to ignore
Leviticus 19:34. “The alien living with
you must be treated as one of your native-born. Love him as yourself, for you
were aliens in Egypt. I am the LORD
your God.”

Send letters to the editor at steve_etheridge@tayloru.edu by 3
p.m. Wednesday. They should be no longer than 400 words. Due
to volume, we cannot print all opinions articles that we receive.
Please keep your opinions as concise as possible.
The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and content.
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Baseball continues hot streak
By Andrew Morgan
Sports Co-Editor
The baseball team is building success early in the season,
charged by the growing momentum of a current four-game
winning streak and the desire
for another NAIA National
Tournament. After going 3-1
in a four-game series against
St. Catherine College over the
weekend and taking a 6-2 win
over Anderson University on
Tuesday in their home opener,
Trojan baseball is ﬁring on all
cylinders as spring quickly approaches.
“We still have a long way to
go in the season ... but it’s nice
to pick up where we left off last
season and continue to win
games,” head coach Kyle Gould
said.
Taylor kicked off the weekend by heading south to St.
Catherine in Kentucky for two
doubleheaders on Friday and
Saturday of last week. The
opening game was not indicative of Taylor’s later success, as
St. Catherine pitcher Travis Adams held the Trojans to just one
run and four hits in the seveninning game. The second half of
the doubleheader turned things
around for the Trojans however, as sophomore pitcher Travis
Tomaszewski controlled the Patriot offense for six innings. He
allowed only four hits and a single run, just as Adams had done
before. Senior pitcher Michael

week in review

Timmy Huynh

Sophomore Michael Nassar celebrates after tagging out an Anderson opponent at second
base during Tuesday’s 6-2 win.
Kraynak continued to hold the
Patriot offense at bay as closer,
and a home run hit by Taylor
freshman Ryan Dykstra capped
the game at 3-1 Trojans.
The following day, the Trojans captured two consecutive
victories against St. Catherine.
The ﬁrst game was opened by
freshman pitcher Jordan Coffey who threw for ﬁve innings
for the Trojans, giving up three
runs on only four hits. Kraynak
hit an RBI single in the top of
the sixth to bring the score to
5-4 Trojans. Kraynak closed
the game again and held the
Patriots to just four runs for the
save.
“Our pitching was outstanding, especially in the last three
games ... It was deﬁnitely the

key to us winning the series,”
Gould said.
In the ﬁnal game of the series, the Trojans dominated the
game with offense prowess for
a ﬁnal score of 18-3. With the
scoreboard reading 8-2 by the
end of the fourth inning, the
Trojans exploded in the ﬁfth
with 10 runs. The game was
forced to end early because of
the run-rule.
Following the 3-1 series in
Kentucky, the Trojans were able
to showcase their skills in the
home opener against Anderson
University. Junior pitcher Chris
Howell opened the game for
Taylor, pitched for six innings,
and only allowed two runs in
seven hits. Both of Anderson’s
runs were in the ﬁrst inning,

leaving them scoreless for the
rest of the game.
“Chris settled in and took
control of the game after the
ﬁrst inning,” Gould said. “We
were able to keep their leadoff
hitter off base, which was really
the most important thing coming into the game.”
The Trojans managed to score
six unanswered runs following
the two point deﬁcit. Sophomore inﬁelder Michael Nassar
ran in the ﬁnal run of the game
from a right ﬁeld single hit by
Kraynak for the ﬁnal score of
6-2 and their current record,
9-3.
The team will travel to Indiana University Southeast for
another doubleheader at 1 p.m.
Saturday.

Track teams wrap up nationals
By Eric True
Sports Co-Editor
The Taylor men’s and women’s track & ﬁeld teams ﬁnished
strongly at the NAIA Indoor
Track Nationals in Johnson
City, Tenn. last Saturday. The
Trojans sent nine members to
the meet.
Seniors Brad Wetherell and
Dave Voss, juniors Morgan
Achteroff, Brian Tencher, Nate
Kirsch, Isaac Bryan, Bryan
Allingham and Kyle Cassidy,
and freshman Henrietta Carey competed. For Tencher,
Kirsch, Bryan and Allngham, it

was their second straight trip to
the NAIA Indoor Nationals.
The men’s team for distance
medley relay, including Tencher, Kirsch, Bryan and Allingham, came in seventh place
with a time of 10:14.39. Facing
better competition was one of
the upsides of racing in nationals.
“We were very excited to have
an opportunity to compete
against the best and see
how much we have improved
in the last year,” Tencher said.
McKendree University (Ill.)
won the relay in a time of
9:59.94. For the women’s team,

freshman Carey ran a 7.94 in
the 60 meter dash to ﬁnish
third in her heat. She remained
optimistic following the conclusion of the race.
“This tells me that I am coming off on a good start for the
season,” Carey said.
Junior Achteroff also ran well,
ﬁnshing in 1:42.99 in the 600
meter dash. Neither time qualiﬁed the women for semiﬁnals.
After a good start in the medley, the Taylor men looked to
carry that over to their individual races.
Leading the charge for TU
was the junior Bryan, who com-

peted in the 800 meter race,
turning in a 4:44.22, but fell
short of a qualifying spot for the
semiﬁnals.
Junior Kirsch turned in a personal best time in the 600 meter run of 1:22.25, but he was
disqualiﬁed for a lane violation
following the race. Azusa Pacific University in California won
the overall meet.
The track teams return to
regular competition March 20
at the Wabash relays in Crawfordsville, Ind.

Baseball
(9-3, 0-0)
Baseball plays this Saturday
at Indiana University Southeast at 1 p.m. They will also
play against Manchester College next Tuesday and Deﬁance College next Wednesday.
Upcoming games:
3/13-16-17
1 p.m. vs. IU Southeast/4
p.m. vs. Manchester College/3:30 p.m. vs. Deﬁance
College
Men’s Track & Field
The men’s distance medley
relay team placed seventh
in the NAIA Indoor Track
Nationals with a time of
10:14:39. The team was
composed of juniors Brian
Tencher, Nate Kirsch, Isaac
Bryan and Bryan Allingham. Bryan also ran in the
800-meter race with a time of
4:44.22.
Upcoming meets:
3/20
11 a.m. Wabash Relays
Men’s Lacrosse
The Taylor men’s lacrosse
team opened their season
with a 12-7 win over Butler
during Wednesday night’s
scrimmage. The team got
out to a strong 3-0 lead, and
maintained control throughout the rest of the game.
Sophomore midﬁelder Brian
Fraiz led the team with ﬁve
goals, and senior attack Chey
West and freshman attack
Chris Baker each added two
goals.
Upcoming games:
3/19 at Miami University
3/20 West Virginia University
(Times TBA)
3/26 7:30 p.m.
at Dayton University

Women’s Basketball
(17-12, 9-7)
Women’s basketball concluded
their season in the NAIA
National Tournament in Sioux
City, Iowa. Following a surprise bid into the tournament,
the Lady Trojans fell to the
Cedarville University Yellow
Jackets 75-50. Junior Center
Allison Reece was the high
scorer for the Lady Trojans,
with 13 points. Reece also had
four rebounds and a block.
Upcoming games:
Season Concluded
Softball
(3-1, 0-0)
Softball started its season in
the IU Southeast Tournament
last Friday, winning three out
of the four games. They opened
the tournament with a loss to
the Grace College Lancers 3-1,
however they won the following three games in the tournament. Taylor beat Indiana
University Southeast 3-2 after
stretching the game into extra
innings. Taylor continued
their success against the Blueﬁeld State Lady Blues with two
wins. Their ﬁrst game against
the Blues was concluded with
the score of 5-1, and the second
ended with an 11-1 TU victory.
Upcoming games:
3/18
3 p.m.
vs. St. Joseph’s College
Women’s Track & Field
Freshman Henrietta Carey
ran the 60-meter dash in 7.94
second to ﬁnish third in her
heat at the NAIA Indoor Track
Nationals. Junior Morgan
Achteroff ran the 600-meter
dash in 1:42.99.
Upcoming meets:
3/20
11 a.m. Wabash Relays

ATHLETEoftheWEEK
CalebStertzer

Women’s lacrosse starts strong

Timmy Huynh

Seniors Allie Michaels, Meghan Bryant, and Cherilyn Sutherland hope to continue the women’s lacrosse team winning season this Saturday against Robert Morris University.

By Julia Berger
Senior Editor
Armed with only lacrosse
sticks, mouth guards and
goggles, the Trojan women’s
lacrosse team won their ﬁrst
game against Saint Louis University (SLU) in Saint Louis,
Mo., Feb. 27.
After enduring the length of
the match, the Trojans pulled
out a victory of 11-9.
Coming into the game, the

team was slightly nervous to
compete against such a large
school as SLU and had just
enough players.
“We didn’t have any subs, but
that didn’t stop our girls from
playing their hardest and taking it to the goal over and over
again,” sophomore Mackenzie
Tefft said.
This match meant much more
than just the score. The team
wanted to show their dedication to improving.

“We knew this was the ﬁrst
game of the season and we had
to prove ourselves, lay it all out
there to show the bigger schools
we could compete with them,
subs or not ... [and] in this case
not,” said senior Allie Michaels,
Trojan women’s lacross president. “Our early morning and
late night practices helped us
feel like we deserved this win,
hopefully one of many.”
In the beginning of the fall semester, the players had drasti-

cally different levels of skill.
“Earlier this year, we had a
number of girls who had never
picked up a lacrosse stick,” Tefft said. “Everyone’s individual
stick skills and our ability to
work together as a team has
greatly improved.”
One aspect the women succeeded at was in spreading the
ball around the ﬁeld.
“The team deﬁnitely did a
great job of ‘sharing the ball,’”
Michaels said. “I’m pretty sure
everyone had some good ball
time, and we had multiple people score instead of one or two
main people running it in.”
With the team’s determination and hard work, they hope
to continue the amount of success they have achieved in the
ﬁrst game.
“I am really looking forward
to a winning season,” junior
Bree Holmberg said. “We have
an awesome captain who works
really hard and is doing a great
job and a team that is working
just as hard. I think we really
have a chance to do well this
year.”
The team views tomorrow’s 11
a.m. game against Robert Morris University on Taylor’s ﬁeld
as a chance to build their conﬁdence.
“We’re really looking forward
to [the game], although we’ll be
missing a few girls,” Michaels
said. “They’ll be a fun team to
play and we’re going to go out
there giving it all we’ve got.”

SPORTS

Timmy Huynh

Name: Caleb Warwick Stertzer
Hometown: Columbus, OH
Favorite skittle ﬂavor: Red (don’t particularly like skittles)
Nickname(s): Stertz
Favorite Color: Scarlet and Gray
Favorite Cartoon: I can’t remember back then, I have a terrible
memory
Mark McGwire is...: A liar who can hit bombs
Favorite Movie: The Dark Knight
Favorite Band/Musician: Kelly Clarkson
Favorite Sports Team: Ohio State Football and Basketball
Favorite Baseball Player: All my favorite Indians got traded
so… Grady Sizemore?
Most memorable athletic moment: Winning Conference
Championship last year
Favorite TV show: House
Favorite Number and why: 23, dating back to the days of MJ
Most creative DC Meal: I don’t do creative
Dream Vacation: Going to California and playing all the courses
at Pebble Beach
Funniest Teammate: the “Dreamweaver”
Favorite thing about TU Baseball: Guys on the team

